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Developing with Ext GWT: Enterprise RIA DevelopmentApress, 2009
Developing in Ext GWT is a fast–paced, practical guide to quickly learning the tasks necessary in building enterprise–class Rich Internet Applications. Based around the exciting new UI library from Ajax leaders Ext JS and the latest GWT release, this book takes the reader through setup, the available widgets, and advanced...
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Magento 1.3 Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the hottest and most powerful e-commerce software around and it has gained massive popularity in a short period. By using Magento's powerful theming engine, you can control the look, content, and functionality, and easily launch a flexible e-commerce web site. However, because of its powerful features, developing Magento themes is easier...
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Beginning Object-Oriented Programming with C# (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS I’VE WRITTEN 18 BOOKS on various programming topics. You might wonder,

	why so many…? Didn’t I get it right the fi rst time? Well, no, I didn’t…not really. When I wrote

	my fi rst book more than 30 years ago, object-oriented programming (OOP) was obscure at best

	and unknown to...
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Client-Server Web Apps with JavaScript and JavaO'Reilly, 2014

	
		As a Java programmer, how can you tackle the disruptive client-server approach to web development? With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how today’s client-side technologies and web APIs work with various Java tools. Author Casimir Saternos provides the big picture of client-server development, and then takes you...
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PIC Microcontroller Project BookTAB Books, 2000

	I know you are interested in programming and using PIC microcontrollers. If
	not, you would not have picked up this book and be reading this preface. The
	first question one usually asks when choosing one book over another is,
	"Which book offers me something more?" Since everyone is looking for some
	thing a little different in...
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Building E-Commerce Sites with Drupal Commerce CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get your online store up and running the easy way with this guide to Drupal Commerce. Designed primarily for beginners, it takes you from building the store to managing details such as tax and customer profiles.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to build attractive E-commerce sites with Drupal Commerce.
	...
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Paint Shop Pro 8 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Okay, you’ve got some great pictures—and maybe some not-so-great ones. With this handy guide and Paint Shop Pro 8, you can make them magnificent, inexpensively! Find out how to capture those images and repair, retouch, create cool effects, add text, animate images, make prints—well, you get the picture.

Congratulations!...
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SWT/JFace in Action: GUI Design with Eclipse 3.0Manning Publications, 2004
Covering Eclipse's new capability for building graphical user interfaces with version 3.0, the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) and JFace, this guide demonstrates how these award-winning tools have received broad support for creating desktop applications. Theory and practical examples reveal how to build GUIs that combine the look and feel of...
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Introduction to Topology and GeometryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An easily accessible introduction to over threecenturies of innovations in geometry


	Praise for the First Edition


	...a welcome alternative to compartmentalizedtreatments bound to the old thinking. This clearly written,well-illustrated book supplies sufficient background to beself-contained. CHOICE


	This fully...
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Organ Transplants: Making the Most of Your Gift of Life (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 2000

	
		Over 64,000 people in the US are living in limbo, awaiting an organ transplant.The good news about organ transplants is that they are becoming fairly routine surgical procedures. The even better news is that they do work miracles. People who have been in ill health for years often describe a feeling of being reborn after a...
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Give Them LalaGallery Books, 2021

	USA TODAY BESTSELLER

	

	The Vanderpump Rules breakout star and provocateur brings her signature sharp wit to the page with this collection of humorous and brutally honest essays exploring her rocky road to fame, sobriety, and beyond. 

	

	What does “Give them Lala”...
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Rapid GUI Programming with Python and Qt (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development)Prentice Hall, 2007

	The Insider's Best-Practice Guide to Rapid PyQt 4 GUI Development


	Whether you're building GUI prototypes or full-fledged cross-platform GUI applications with native look-and-feel, PyQt 4 is your fastest, easiest, most powerful solution. Qt expert Mark Summerfield has written the definitive best-practice guide to PyQt 4...
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